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ABSTRACT

The primary focus ofthis thesis is to examine the utilization ofparalegals in the
job market. A summary and analysis ofthe paralegal role will include career
development,level ofacademic education,and employment outlook.

Interviews with key personnel in the field,such as Andrea S. Wagner author of

"How To Land Your First Paralegal Job," and Barbara Clements Administrative Assistant
for the California State Attorney General's Office will be conducted and assimilated into

this thesis. An review ofthe literature in the field will also be examined and incorporated
into my conjecture.

The thesis cbncludes by hypothesizing upon the future role ofthe paralegal in the
delivery oflegal services. Appendices are attached which describe the resources available

for individuals interested in the paralegal field.
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CHAPTER ONE
:Introduction

'

The coricept ofthe paraprofessional has been accepted for years. Other fields of

study,such as dentistry(dental hygienists)and medicine(paraniedics,nurses,etc.), have
been using paraprofessionals for years. However,the legal profession hasjust begun to
utilize the benefits ofparalegals.

Why isthe paralegal profession one ofthe fastest growing careers today? First,it
is a flexible profession. It can be a career in itself; a stepping stone to other careers,or an

educational foundation for law or business school. Second,the profession evolved
through necessity.Increased consumer demand for affordable legalservices,the

overburdened court system,and the increased use ofparalegals by attorneys has made the
paralegal profession a necessary element in the law,and a top career option in the legal

industry. Third,the paralegalprofession is a nontfaditional and diverse career path.
People considering a new career or reentering the work force,can quickly enter thelegal

profession without going to law school. Further, people can easily transfer their present

educatiop andjob skills in to the paralegal profession,A medical nurse,for example,can
utilized his/her knowledge ofmedicalterminology and procedure when he/she prepares
legal documents.

Simply put,the paralegal profession is the legal industry's response to the social,

economic,and technological changes that have occurred during the past century.Changes
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in peoples basic social attitudes have created higher expectations for fairness andjustice.

Growing public concern over worker safety,environmental pollution,and health care has
prorhpted increased governmental regulations and laws. Advances in technology and

communications have shifted our economy and work force from a production to a
service-oriented society. These changes and others have resulted in a greater demand for
legal services. Accordingly,the legal industry has responded in different ways,one of
which is the legal paraprofessional.
Background

Despite the turmoil caused by the 1990 economic depression,there is widespread
consensus throughout the legal community that the paralegal profession will continue to

expand throughout the next decade. This consensus is supported by a 1992 report
produced by the Bureau ofLabor Statistics.' The report projects thatthe paralegal

profession will become one ofthe top thirty fastest growing occupations with the largest
job growth occurring between the years of 1990-2005.In addition,the paralegal

profession was rated thirteenth bestout of250in the 1992 Jobs Rated Almanac published
by American Reference,Inc.. The criteria used in this particular study included,salary,
work environment,employment outlook,job security, stress, and physical demands.
However,the developmenttoward the formal recognition ofthe paralegal profession did

' Kutscher, Ronald E. "Outlook 1990-2005: Major Trends and Issues." Occupational
Outlook Quarterly. 6 (Spring 1992) : p. 2-5 Berman. Jay M.; andlCosca, Theresa A.) The 1990
2005 Job Outlook in Brief, fashington D.C. : U.S. Department of Labor, 1992, p. 6-41., )

not happen over night. The profession evolved gradually.

During the past 25 years,tremendous changes have oceurred in our social and
economic structures. As a prospering nation, we experienced changes in the basic sOcial
attitude toward the poor,elderly, work,sex,the family unit, and the status of women.The

changes in social attitude helped heighten people's expectations offairness andjustice.
The new social conscience prompted a demand for an increase in the number offederal

programs for the poor and elderly. Raised consumer eonsciousness led to a greater
awareness ofconsumer rights and a consumer protection movement.Public coneem
about worker safety,environmental pollution,and health care led to an increase in
government regulations and complex laws.These changes and others created a demand

for greater legal services. One resportse by the legal community was the creation ofa new
paraprofessional-the paralegal.

As more demands were placed on the legal system,it became apparent that the
lawyer/secretary team could no longer handle the work load. As a result,legal secretaries

began to perform more paralegal-type functions and fewer clerical ones,and the new
profession was bom.

The same can be said about public service paralegals. Federally funded lawyers in
poverty law programs used the first paralegals to reduce the cost ofhelping low-income

clients. Consequently,social workers employed in food stamp,public housing,medicare,
and social security programs began to perform paralegal-type tasks as part oftheirjobs.

In short,individuals who work in private law firms and federal government agencies have
been performing paralegal-type functions for many years.
One ofthe first steps toward the formal recognition ofthe paralegal profession

occurred in 1968 when the ABA(American Bar Association)established its Special
Committee on Lay Assistants for Lawyers.The committees purpose was to first, study
how lawyers could effectively uSe nonlawyers,and second,to determine educational
requirements and standards for paralegal education. The committee's initial conclusions

were that the legal industry could profitfrom the use ofparaprofessionals. The committee
has since changed its name to the Standing Committee on Legal Assistants. It continues
to work with national paralegal associations toward the development ofstandards for
paralegal education.

In 1972:,the NationalParalegal Institute was established within the federal

government's Office ofLegal Services. By 1975,the institute began training paralegals

and other individuals in the delivery oflegal services to the poor and elderly.In addition.
President Richard M.Nixon signed in to law a bill that created the Legal Services

Corporation. The intended purpose ofthis corporation was to oversee a nationwide legal
service program.The corporation used paralegals to help the poor and elderly in civil
matters such as landlord-tenant disputes,job discrimination cases,and divorces.

Another important step toward the recognition ofthe paralegal profession came

with the emergence and growth ofparalegal educational institutions. During the early

19f0s,educational institutions suchas the Philadelphia Institute began to offeracademic
courses that led to paralegal certification. Before these schools were established,on-the

job training^d/or a proinotion from legal secretary were the only ways to enter the field.
By 1972 the ABA developed standards for accrediting formal educational programs.

Today there are over 600 educational institutions that offer paralegal programs. However,
only about 130 ofthem are ABA approved.

The next major development toward formal recognition ofthe profession came
through the formation oftwo major professional associations.In tlie early 1970s,
paralegals from all over the United Statesjoined together to form the National Federation
ofParalegal Associations(NFPA),and the National Association ofLegal

Assistants(NALA). These organizations were formed to furtlier the development ofthe
profession. But their primary purpose is to protect and promote the interests ofthe
memberships.
The last major development occurred around 1989 when the California State Bar

Association established a panel to study a proposal that would allow nonlawyers(called

Legal Technicians)to provide routine legal services directly to the public. Although this
proposal was voted down in 1991,California paralegals are continuing their effort to
pressure the legislature into passing a bill allowing such services.In addition,other states
are now considering similar proposals concerning legal technicians.Ifone ofthese states

is successful in passing such a proposal,it will revolutionize the legal industry. The effect

ofthis type oflegislation will mean that paralegals cpuid 6ff6f legal services to the
public without the supervision ofattorneys.
/

During the past ten years,there have been substantial changes in the legal

profession,such as,the use ofalternative methods ofdispute resolution(ADR),the use of

advertising and marketing professionals,and the increased use ofcomputer technology.

These changes and others have directly affected the paralegal field. Some ofthese
developments will continueto move the field in a positive direction. Others,hOweyer,
will effect the shape and definitionofthe profession. All Will have some bearing on the
role and responsibilities ofthose who work in the field.
In recent years. United States Gongressional Advisory Cointnittees have been

searching for ways to overhaul the U.S. Civil Justice System. The committees are

examining ways to revise the Federal Rules ofCivil Procedure,cut costs,and speed tip

cases through the courts. This development was prompted by the growth ofthe legal
services industry. Between 1980 and 1989,the amount ofmoney spent on legal services

wentfrom $26 billion to $83 billion per year. According to the U.S. Department of
Commerce Report,law firms grossed over $100 billion in 1990.

More lawsuits prompted a demand for more legal services. The number ofcivil
law suits in federal courts hasjumped 300 percent since 1960.In response to this
increase,the legal industry has hired more workers to handle the additional work load.

According to the U.S.Departrnent ofLabor,between 1980 and 1990,the number of

paralegaljobs wentfrom 36,000 to over 90,000 an increase of150 percent.
Along with the greater demand for legal services came the demand for

"affordability." Individuals are demanding high-quality legal services at reasonable
prices. Legal fees have gone up from $20 an hour in 1960s to $150 an hour in the 1990s.

Some ofthe large law firms charge as much as $350 to $400 per hour for their seryices.

Consequently,every law firm large and small now scrutinize all their legal bills. Because

paralegals are cost effective for the client and the firm,they play a major role in the future
delivery ofthese services.

From 1970 to 1996,the number oflawyers wentfrom 350,000 to 750,000 with
1,000,000 projected by the year 2000. This oversupply oflawyers raises the question of

whether we need more lawyers or more paralegals? The answer is probably that we need
both. However,the law ofsupply and demand suggest that paralegals,because oftheir
proven cost effectiveness, will have the advantage.In todaysjob market,therefore,for

reasons primarily related to productivity and cost savings,a law firm is more likely to
hire two experienced paralegals and One associate rather than three associate attorneys.

This is another reason the employment outlook for paralegals is so positive.
Interestingly,the oversupply oflawyers prompted an increase in competition

within the legal industry. The growing number ofclients who seek the lowest possible
legal fees put additional pressure on law firms to be more competitive. This pressure to be

competitive has forced law firms to reexamine the way they do business. Again,firms
have responded in different ways,but typically their response includes the use of
paralegals to help reduce client bills.

Another response to increased competition is the use Ofadvertising and
marketing to attract clients. During the last ten years,the courts have relaxed the rules
governing advertising by lawyers. As a result,firms are now using the services of

marketing and public relations professionals. This could mean potential opportunities for
paralegals who want to use their career as a stepping stone to ajob in public relations or
marketing.

Recently,there has been a trend toward greater specialization within the law.

There isjust too much information for £iny one person to know.Lawyers are becoming
experts in specific areas oflaw,such as securities, bankruptcy,immigration,and so on.

For paralegals,the trend toward specialization could mean opportunity to higher salaries
and greaterjob satisfaction.

Until recently,lawyers primarily used computers for billing purposes. Today,
however,with the availability oflitigation support systems,legal research services,and
specialized computer applications law firms are now accepting the benefits of
computers.For the computer-literate paralegal,this trend toward increased use of
computers and technology could mean more choices for career advancement.

As a result ofan overburdenedjudicial system and expensive litigation,the use of
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alternative methods ofdispute resolution(ADR)has emerged. The mostfrequently
used methods ofdispute resolution are arbitration and mediation. The most familiar use

ofarbitrators and mediators is in the areas oflabor disputes £ind sports negotiations. The
use ofparalegals in ADR is increasing. One reason for this is due to the passage ofthe

Administrative Dispute Resolution Act of1990. This act requires all federal agencies to
develop ADR policies. Therefore,paralegals can now use their legal experience to
advance in to careers as arbitrators and mediators.

Among the more controversial developments is the notion ofself-help law.In

1971,Ralph Warner and Charles Sherman pioneered the self-help law movement by

cofounding "Nolo Press" in Berkeley,California,and establishing the WAVE Project.
Nolo Press publishes self-help law practice books and computer software. The WAVE

Project established one ofthe first self-help law centers in that county.The center

allowed nonlawyers to specialize in the preparation ofdivorce forms at significantly
lower rates than those charged by attorneys. The concept behind the movementis that the
average person can use self-help ptiblications to draft legal documents that lawyers then

need only review. This helps the user save money on form preparation,consulting,and

other such attorney fees. However,not everyone in the legal profession accepts this
concept. Some lawyers believe that this comes close to the unauthorized practice oflaw.
Up until the recession of 1990,the legal profession wasconsidered to be immune

to recessionary forces. Today,however,consolidations,mergers,and bankruptcies oflaw

firms are a fact oflife. This has resulted in attorney layoffs which,in turn,has affected
paralegal employment.Nevertheless, when compared against other industries,the legal
profession is still one ofthe more stable areas ofemployment.Even so,lawyers must
now do more thanjust practice law.In order to stay competitive,they must now run their

law firmslike businesses. Many lawyers have found that a good way to remain
competitive is to use paralegals.

These are some ofthe trends and developments that are shaping and defining the
paralegal profession. All will have some effect on the role and responsibilities ofthose
who enter the field in the 1990s.

Defining The Paralegal

The American Bar Association(ABA)defines paralegals as:
persons who,although not members ofthe legal profession,are
qualified through education,training or work experience,are
employed or retained by a lawyer,law office,governmental agency,or
other entity in a capacity or function which involves the performance,
under the direction and supervision ofa attorney,ofspecifically
delegated substantive legal work,which work,for the most part,
requires a sufficient knowledge oflegal concepts,such that,absent
that legal assistant,the attorney would perform the task.

Basically,a paralegal is an individual who,because ofeducation,training,or

work experience,performs various legal tasks which were once done by attorneys. The
rationale for their existence is that many legal matters can be broken doWri in to small

components and tasks that can be delegated to nOnlawyers Working under supervisioh.
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Dividing the work between lawyers and paralegals, makes it possible to deliver bigb
quality and affordable legal services to an increasing nurnber ofclients.

In order to adequately define whatis the role ofa paralegal, we need to address

several factors. These factors include type and size ofemployer(law firm,
corporation,or government agency),the legal specialty area(litigation,corporate,
real estate, probate,etc,),the specific skills,education,and background the
paralegal brings to thejob.Therole ofevery paralegal is defined by these factors.

First, bow do the roles ofparalegals and lawyers differ? Essentially, paralegals
cannotgive legal advice,set legal fees,or represent clients in court. Only attorneys are

licensed to perform these tasks. Everything else is pretty much fair game.Basically,the
attorney knows whatto do,and the paralegal knows bow to do it. Inotberwords,the

lawyer is the strategist and the paralegal is the tecbnician who implements the strategy.
The most basic distinction between lawyers and paralegals is that attorneys have
the ultimate responsibility for all the work done on a case. So bow does an attorney
benefitfrom using paralegals? The value ofthe difference between a lawyer and a
paralegal is economic. First,rather than devotetime to fairly routine legal tasks,the

lawyer can spend more time developing strategic decisions that require the application pf
his/her legal training and expertise. Second,paralegals perform these routine tasks at a

lower cost which translates in to lower legalfees. This makes clients happy and satisfied,
which in turn promotes return patronage. Third,by delegating routine work to paralegals.
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the lawyer will be able to handle a greater volume ofwork.Fourth,firms can hire fewer
highly paid associate attorneys to do these routine tasks. This can mean a considerable

savings in labor costs and overhead.The bottom line is using paralegals makes legal
services more affordable. Both clients and law firms gain from affordable legal services.
While law firms are the largest employers ofparalegals,they certainly aren't the
Only employer. Others include corporations; banks;insurance companies;federal, state,

and localgovernment agencies; nonprofit corporations;legal aid organizations; and
paralegal service companies.There are significant differences between working in these
organizations in terms ofassignments,salary,benefits,advancement possibilities, andjob
satisfaction.

Generally,a firm is either a partnership or a professional corporation. What this
meansis that a limited number ofindividuals - the partners or shareholders - own the firm

and share in its profits. The goal ofmostlawyers is to become a partner. This is usually
achieved within seven years working as an associate partner. However,these days,there
is no guarantee that after an attorney has devoted seven years to a firm he/she will be
made a partner. Some associates are hired directly out oflaw school, while others are

hired from other law firrhs. Paralegals will generally Work more with the partners and
associates ofthe law firm.

The litigation support staffofa law firm usually includes paralegals(AKA lega;l
assistants and/or case assistants);law clerks; administrative staff, such as librarians.
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personnel managers,legal administrators,and marketing administrators; and Clerical
staff,such as secretaries, word processors, messengers,receptionists, and file clerks.

Paralegals will usually interact with all or some ofthese other support staffers on a daily
basis. However,depending on the size ofa law firm,some ofthe positions may not exist.
The size ofa law firm is relative and depends on the number ofattorneys it

employs and its geographic location. For instance,a medium size law firm in Los
Angeles may employ 200 lawyers, while a law firm with the same number oflawyers in a
smaller city might be considered large. Generally,a large law firm will usually employ

about 100 or more lawyers. Medium size firms range from about 50 to 99 lawyers,and

small firriis have about 1 to,49 lawyers.
Large law firms are usually organized by specialty groups,such as litigation,

bankruptcy,real estate,probate,securities,and so on.Each group will have a supervising
partner with a number ofassociates working under him/her.In addition,each group will
also be assigned at least one paralegal. A direct consequence ofthis type oforganizational

structure is that paralegals, as well as the attomeys,become specialists in that legal area.
In small firms,paralegals will often work in several specialty areas.

There are several advantages in working for a large law firm. One is that a large
law firm has more resources to tap into,such as an extensive law library,photocopy and

Wordprocessing centers,and in-house messengers.Paralegals who work in large law
firms can delegate routine tasks to other members ofthe support staff. The structure at a
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large law firm enables paralegals to perform more sophisticated tasks and not spend
valuable time doing the routine functions.

A large law firm may offer a structured paralegal system that may include a
paralegal manager,an in-house paralegal training program,paralegal staffmeetings,in-

house seminars,or in-house advancement opportunities. Paralegal managers usually act
as liaisons between management and paralegals regarding work assignments and salaries

which can be very helpful to beginning paralegals.In-house tmining usually includes use
ofthe law library and/or computerized legal research systems such as Lexis and Westlaw.

This type oftraining can be very useful to the beginning paralegal with little work
experience. Paralegal staffmeetings and seminars on various legal topics offer paralegals
the opportunity to network and get acquainted with their fellow paralegals. Law firms that

wantto retain experienced pafalegals,usually offer a paralegal seniorjoh frack which

often includes higher salary ranges,moire vacatidn time,apd paid parking. Working in a
large law firm usually means greater specialization in terms ofpiaralegal assignments.
Paralegals who specialize generally earn higher wages than paralegals who do not.

The downside to working in a large law firm is that it's difficult to cutthrough the

firms policies and procedures. So in effect,it may be easier to negotiate a salary in a
small law firm than in alarge one where salary is tied to a stringent policy.

The main advantage to working in a small law firm is the flexibility in

assignments and a lessformal atmosphere.The biggest disadvantage in working for a
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small law firm is the limited amount ofresources. Smallfirms don't have law libraries,

copy or word processing centers, and ih-house services.In addition,paralegals may have
to perform administrative duties,such as secretarial tasks due to budgetary eonstraints.

Small firms facilitate cross-training ofparalegals more than large firms. Further,salaries
in small law firms may or may not be comparable to those in large law firms. Much
depends on the attitude ofthe law firm toward the utilization ofparalegals.Ifthe firm is
sophisticated in its use ofparalegals,the salary will reflect this. However,ifa firm wants
to cut costs or doesn't know how to utilize paralegals,than this will also be reflected in
the salary.

Medium-sized law firms offer the resources oflarge firms and the flexibility of
small firms. However,job turnover for paralegals is low in medium-sized law firms,so

jobs in these firms are generally harder to find.

The primary difference in working for a law firm versus Working for a corporation
or a government agency is that law firms require paralegals to work a certain number of

billable hours. The conceptofbillable hours exists only in law firms,which makes the
working atmosphere more intense. On the other hand,the law firm environment is more

stimulating because paralegals work on a variety ofcases With a variety qfclients.In a
corporation,paralegals work for only one client-the corporation.

While corporations are the second-lmgest employers ofparalegals,only 15

percent ofparalegals findjobs inthem. Corporations that employ paralegals include
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banks,insurance companies,brokerage firms,and manufacturing cdmpanies.In a
corporation,the legal department usually reports to the chiefexecutive officer(GEO),and

is headed by the general counsel. An in-house legal depaftment can have one to over one
hundred attorneys on staffat any given time. Under the general counsel there is usually
various levels ofattorneys which ordinarily includes associate general counsel,assistant

general counsel,senior counsel,and coimseL Depending on its size and needs,a legal

department may or may hot use paralegals.
Since most ofthe legal departments are too small to handle all the legal work of

their corporations,many ofthem retain one or more outside law firms to handle part of

the work.The amount ofwork contracted out to law firrhs depends on the expertise of
the corporation's in-house legal staffand budgetary constraints.
For a paralegal working in a corporation there are significant differences from

working in a law firm. Severalhave been mentioned already,no billable hours and only

one client to worry about-the corporation. Another significant difference is in the

responsibilities ofthe paralegals. Corporate paralegals may perform more administrative
and business tasksinstead ofresearch tasks. For example,paralegals may have to

administer employee stock option plans or other employee benefit plans as part oftheir
job duties. However,this also provides an opportunity to learn about other areas of

business. Corporate Paralegals can expand their expertise in finance,accounting. Or
marketing and increase their chances for advancementinto other departments and/or other
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areas ofthe business. Corporate salaries and benefits are usually better than law firms.

And,tuition reimbursementtoward an advanced degree is usually included as part ofthe

benefits package.Law firms usually provide reimbursement only for seminars and

continuing education courses that are directly related to alegalspecialty. While
corporations offer higher salaries,less stressful envnonmeht,and no billable hours,

positions in corporations are hard to come by. Most corporations hire paralegals with
sohie law firm experieiice.

An alternative to working in a law bffice or corporation is to work for the
government.Federal agencies like the U.S.Department ofJustice,Interstate Commerce
Commission,Securities and Exchange Commission,and the Federal Trade Commission

have been employing paralegals since the 1960s.In 1975,the federal government

developed twojob classifications for paralegals. The first is the paralegal specialist
which is considered to be a professional-leveljob that guarantees career mobility and
tenure. Thisjob position is considered the same as a private practice paralegal who
specializes in a particular area oflaw. The second classification is the legal
clerk/technician position which is similar to a private case assistant and is more ofa
clerical type position.

Thejob tasks performed by government paralegals are very similar to those

performed by their private practice counterparts. For instance,government paralegals also
perform legal and factual research,document analysis,and trial preparation. However,
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public sector paralegals do havejob tasks that are indigenous to governmentlaw practice
involving regulatory and licensing procedures,administrative hearings,and legislative
monitoring.

There are otherjobs in the federal government that involve paralegal-type work,
but are not classified as a paralegaljob position. They inelude Research Analysts at the
FederalTrade Commission,Equal Employment Specialists at the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission,and Procurement Sjjceialists at the
Department ofDefense.

In 1985 a study was conducted by Nancy L. Helmich and Roger A.Larson^ on the
employment ofparalegals in the offices ofattorney generals around the nation. This study

revealed that paralegals worked in many different areas ofgovernment.It shotved that
paralegals worked in such diverse areas as agriculture,civil rights,consumer
affairs,criminal law,education,environmental affairs, health,labor,patural
resources,public safety,taxation,transportation,and welfare. Further,an inquiry

into the reasons why paralegals ehose public sectorjobs over private sector revealed that
interest in public affairs and issues related to govemrnent service was common.

While a paralegal position in a government agency is desirable,only aboutfive
percent ofall paralegals work in this capacity. One reason for this low percentile is

2

Helmich, Nancy L., and,Roger A. Larson, "Legal Assistants in Public Law: Their Role in .
Attorney .General Offices." Legal Assistants'Update.-Vol. 5, Chicago: American Bar Association,
1986.:

. ^
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because ofbureaucratic red tape. Any governmentjob involves extensive civil service

procedures that have to be follbwed. This usually results in long delays in hiring.
Another reason asserted is the lack ofconcern for cost effectiveness. Since the

government doesn't bill clients for service,the argument for cost effectiveness that's used
for private sector paralegals doesn't apply. However,this assertion may be shortsighted.
The slow economic recovery has prompted taxpayers to make cost-effectiveness a high

priority issue with tax dollars. Today,the taxpayer is now demanding that government

officials spend their tax dollars wisely and to cut down on government waste. Therefore,
ifthe government is going to continue to provide low-cost legal services to the poor,the
elderly,and others,it is apparent that cost effectiveness will be a big factor in that
service delivery.

Recently,paralegals have foundjobs in nonprofit agencies,legal clinics, group
legal services,consumer groups,and paralegal service companies. The demand for
affordable legal services and the increased recognition ofparalegals by employers ofthe
legal community has prompted this recent phenomenon.Paralegal service companies
are usually owned and operated exclusively by paralegals or former paralegals. They
provide legal support for law firms in many areas ofspecialized litigation. They also

provide employment opportunities for recent paralegal graduates,and internship
possibilities for students currently enrolled in paralegal programs.

A good example ofa paralegal service company is the Eden Council for Hope and
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Opportunity(ECHO),located in Hayward,Galifomia.ECHO was incorporated in 1964 to

combat housing discrirnination by providing services in the areas oftenant rights and

responsibilities,conciliation,and mediation;rent subsidy program counseling;and
information,referral, educational,and outreach services.It employs nonlawyers to
provide coimseling services in the areas ofrent,security deposits,eviction and mediatioii
services regarding rentaldisputes. For many paralegals,this type ofnontraditional work

environment has appeal.However,the salary level for paralegal positions in these
drganizations is generally lower than any ofthe other types ofemployers. Moreover,less
than five percent ofparalegals find positions in such organizations.

The tasks paralegals perform depend largely upon the legal practice areas they
work in. The four areas oflaw that employs 90 percent ofall paralegals are litigation,

corporation,real estate,and probate. Oftentimes paralegals will work in more than one
area simultaneously,particularly ifthey work for a small law firm.

The mostcommon function oflaw in our legal system is dispute resolution. Over

50 percent ofall paralegals work in litigation. Litigation refers to a controversy in which

all parties agree to have their legal rights determined and enforced in court. Technically,
the term refers to civil actions and notcriminal actions.

Cases broughtto court are either civil or criminal.Each represents a major kind
oflaw. Civil law is designed to protect Citizens as private individuals in their
relationships with one another:The majority ofcivil lawsuits revolve around contracts or
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torts. A contract is a written or unwritten agreement(a promise or set ofpromises)

between two or more persons. A tort is a vriong or injury to a person or damage to
property. Most torts involve wrongdoing to individuals tinder civil law.

Nearly all ofthe duties performed by litigation paralegals relate to lawsuits.
There are four stages to a lawsuit,the commencement ofan action(complaint and
answer),discovery,trial,and appeal. The commeneement ofan action begins when

one par^files a complaint agaihst another. The complaint is the first statement
(pleading)prepared by whoever is initiating the lawsuit (plaintiff), and it deals with the

nature and basis ofthe lawsuit(grounds). The purpose ofthe complaint is to notify the

adversary(defendant)ofthe grounds for the lawsuit. The defendant then prepares an
answer in response; Which contains denials ofthe allegationsmade by the plaintiff. A law
firm would represent either the plaintiffor the defendant.

The second stage ofa lawsuit is called discovery. During disGOvery,both parties

ofthe lawsuit literally discover facts and information aboutthe other in order to prepare
for trial. The most common tools used dtirihg discovery are:
>■

►

- afenn for written questions.

- statementsmade under Oath in a question-a.nd-answer format.
o/docwweM/s - a request by one that the other party

produce docurnents for it and make them available for inspection and
photocopying.
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>

Requestsfor admissions- written statements that either affirm or deny facts or
allegations at issue in the case.

These tools serve two purposes,first,to uncover facts, and second,to resolve some issues
before going to trial.

The next stage is the trwl. At trial the issues and facts ofa case are examined in a

courtthat has the properjiirisdiction over thela\vsuit. Trial prdcedtneis includejury
selection,the attorneys'opening statements, both parties presentation ofevidence,both
parties objections,submission ofthe case to ajury,jury instructions,the verdict,and;
order ofthe court.

The last stage ofa lawsuit is the appealto a higher court. Botli parties have the
right to file an appeal within the specified time period provided by law ifthey do not

agree with the verdict. The purpose ofthe appeal is to obtain a review ofa lower court's
decision and a reversal ofthejudgment or a new trial. The appellate court bases its

decision primarily on the attorneys' written pleadings and not on their oral arguments.

The majority oftime required by a lawsuit is mostly spent in the discovery stage.

doing work on appeals. Trial work includes document organization and control,and
talking with codefendants and plaintiffs counsel. Essentially,the paralegal's main duty is

to make sure that the attorneys get whatthey need when they need it,and that everything
in a case flows smoothly.
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Approximately 15 perceiit ofall paralegals work in corporate law. Corporatelaw

revolves around business-related transactions,so paralegals rarely perform court related

tasks. Their work most often relates to general corporate work such as incorporations,

ongoing corporate work,dissolutions and partnership matters, mergers and acquisitions,
and securities law.

Incorporation is the legal process through which an association ofowners creates
a Corporation. The process is governed by state statutes. The legal document that

establishes a corporation is called the articles ofincorporation. A corporation is
considered an artificial person imder the law and exists as a legal entity separate from the
people who own it. Those people(shareholders)elect directors to manage the affairs of
the orgainization. The directors,in turn, appoint officers to run the day-to-day business

operations.Paralegals who work on an incorporation are responsible for determining the

availability ofthe corporate name and reserving it with the secretary ofstate; drafting and
filing articles ofincorporation; drafting the bylaws,minutes ofthe first meeting ofthe
board ofdirectors and shareholdersj and answers for various federal and state forms;
preparing the minutes book,share certificates,stock transfer records; and when

necessary,obtaining appropriate licenses to operate specific businesses,such as a hotel or
a pharmacy.

Ongoing corporate matters are tasks related to the maintenance ofa corporation.

The paralegal tasks vary depending on whether a law firm or the corporation is handling
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the work. For a paralegal working in a law firm,the tasks will generally include drafting
legal documents,such as employment agreements and stock options; amending articles

ofincorporation and bylaws; preparing notices, agendas,resolutions,and minutes for
corporate activities that usually require the approval ofdirectors and/or shareholders;

filing the qualifications for corporations to do business in other states; and maintaining
Uniform Commercial Code(UCC)filings.(NOTE:The UCC is a set oflaws that
govern commercial transactions between states.)Paralegals who work for corporations

often have responsibilities that revolve around the activities ofthe corporate secretary and

board ofdirectors. These responsibilities may include reporting the purchase and sale of
stock by officers and directors; preparing for board ofdirectors meetings; calculating

dividend record and payable dates; administering executive stock option programs and

dividend reinvestment plans; drafting proxy statements and 10-k forms; managing
shareholder relations programs and proxy solicitations supervising the stock transfer

agent; and coordinating the annual meeting ofshareholders. Thus,the responsibilities and

job tasks given to a corporate paralegal dealing with incorporation varys according to the
employer'kneeds.

There are several reasons for dissolving corporations. The first occurs when the

tax laws are changed in favor ofother forms ofownership,such as partnerships. Another

occurs when a corporation becomes insolvent and can lio longer carry on a profitable

business. For paralegals, corporate dissolutionjob assignments genetally include
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obtaining documents in connection with,the certificate ofelection to wind up and
dissolve; statements ofintent to dissolve; articles ofdissolution; required state forms to

effect the dissolution;tax clearances; notices to creditors; distribution ofcorporate assets;

and cancellation ofshare certificates. Again,the duties and responsibilities for paralegals
will vary according to need.

A partnership is another way to structure a company.It is a mutual agreement,

either written or verbal,between two or more persons to carry on a business for profit.
There are several types ofpartnerships one ofwhich is the limited partnership. A limited

partnership is usually formed,for real estate purchases,and for oil or gas drilling ventures.
It consists ofone or more general partners(who manage the partnership),and bne or

more limited partners(who only contribute capital). Limited partners don't participate in
the operation or management ofthe partnership and are only liable for the amount oftheir

investment.In partnership transactions,paralegaljob tasks will ordinarily include

drafting general or limited partnership agreements and amendments;preparing,filing,and
recording statements ofpartnership and certificates oflimited partnership; publishing

fictitious business name statements;and drafting minutes ofpartnership meetings and
agreements for dissolution ofpartnership. Again,job tasks and responsibilities will vary.
Although it is considered a subspecialty ofcorporate and securitieslaw,the field

ofmergers and acquisitions(also known as

& A)has grown tremendotisly. This

growth can be attributed to a waVe ofcorporate takeovers thattook place duringthe mid
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1980s. Attorneys and paralegals working in the field were able to develop specialized

knowledge in M & A.Job tasks and responsibilities for paralegals who work in this field
commonly include drafting letters ofintent; preparing drafts ofmerger,purchase and sale

agreements; drafting employment contracts and closing documents; obtaining UCC filing
clearances and good standing certificates; and participating in due diligence
investigations. Note: a due diligence investigation is necessary when a company
becomes public.It consists ofreviewing company records to make sure they are in
proper order and that the company is in good standing. Although M & A work is

highly specialized,paralegals with strong financial backgrounds in finance and
accounting usually do well in this field ofwork.
Securities law involves the sale and purchase ofsecurities(e.g., stocks, bonds,

debentures,and options),for the puipose ofraising capital. The majority ofjob tasks for

paralegals in this field ofwork relate to initial stock offerings; bond or limited partnership
offerings; private placement offerings;reporting requirements ofsecurities trading; and
the registration ofsecurities with the state. As mentioned before,the responsibilities ofa

paralegal vary according to his/her employer needs. A paralegal working in alaw firm
could be assigned to work exclusively on initial stock offerings. While a paralegal in a
corporate work environmentcould be assigned duties relating to preparing Securities and

Exchange Commissibn(SEC)compliance filings.
Less than 10 percent ofall paralegals work in real estate law. Real estate law
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governs the ownership £ind transferability ofreal property. Realproperty refers to an

interest in land or buildings.In comparison,Personal jproperty refers to any transportable
goods. The area ofreal estate law normally involves one or more ofthe following
activities:

Representation ofthe buyer or seller in commercial,residential, or industrial real
estate purchases or sales;

Representation ofthe lender or borrower in real estate financings;
>•
>

Representation ofthe landlord or tenant in leasehold matters;
Real estate litigation; and

Real estate aspects ofcorporate transactions

There are four phases in realestate transactions that involve the purchase,sale, or

financing ofproperty, were paralegals are most often utilized. They are determining
title, preparing for the closing,attending the closing,and the postclosing follow-up.
During the first phase ofdetermining title;the primary concern is to determine the status

oftitle to the property. Having title means having the right to possess the property. Title
to property can be affected by certain rights, or encumbrances,upon the property by other

individuals. An example ofthis type ofright iscalled a lien. A lien is a claim upon the
property as security for a debtowed to the holder ofthe lien. A common type oflien is a
mechanic's lien for the payment ofmoney owed for labor,services,or material furnished

in erecting or repairing a building on the property.
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In the second phase ofa transaction,the paralegal's role is to prepare for

closing.In order for this to happen,a paralegal must attend to drafting various closing
documents such as deeds, mortgages,bills ofsale, promissory notes,and assignments of

lease. The paralegal must also estimate the closing costs and work with the title company
in clearing any objections to the title report.

During the closing phase,the paralegal will need to manage all documents,obtain
signatures,and again work with the title company. In the final phase ofpostclosing

follow-up,the paralegal will prepare a binder containing all closing documents and
follow-up work with the title company,

Many ofthe tasks performed by paralegals in real estate practice depend on
whether the firm represents the purchaser,seller,lender,or borrower. Other

considerations are the type ofproperty(i.e., single-family dwellings,cbndoniiniums,and
industrial sites), and the kind oftransaction involved (i.e., commercial leases,

partnerships,foreclosures,financings,and landlord/tenant matters).
In a corporate legal department,real estate paralegals may either assist in

employee relocations,or aid in the sale and/Or purchase ofa home by coordinating the

activities ofreal estate brokers,title companies,and real estate lawyers. Additionaljob
tasks may include maintaining property ownership records,analysis oftax assessments,

drafting the company's response to tax adjustments,or monitor tax legislation that affects
corporate property.
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Paralegals who specialize in real estate law often performjob tasks similar to

those who work in corporate law or litigation. For instance, when preparing a closing for
a corporate client, a real estate paralegal might draft shareholder or director resolutions,

these same tasks are performed by corporate paralegals.. The litigation related duties in
real estate law involve mortgage foreclosures, unlawful detainer actions(landlord/tenant
disputes),and actions that determine who owns title to property.
Real estate law is a good area for long-term paralegal careers, however,job

opportunities are dependant upon the economy and the real estate industry. Currently
employment opportunities are limited due to a weak economy.
Less than 10 percent ofall paralegals work in the specialty field ofprobate. This

also includes the subspecialty field ofestate planning. Estate plarming refers to the
management and distribution ofproperty,including wills,triists, gifts,taxes,and

investments.Probate is the legal process through which acourt decides on the validity of
a will,reviews its provisions,and orders the final disposifion ofthe assets ofthe estate.

Estate planning deals mainly with the disposition ofreal and personal property. A will is
a documentthat declares a persons desires about how his or her property should be

disposed ofafter death. The purpose ofa will is to prevent the state from distributing the
estate according to state laws. However,other legal devices can also be used to dispose of
property or assets. One such device is a trust. A trust Consists ofproperty held by one

person for the benefit ofanother. Another common device used is a gift. A gift is a
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present ofreal or personal property given outright from one person to another. These

devices are often used because they are not subjectto the costly andtime consuming
probate procedures ofthe state.

Types ofmatters which are handled by probate courts include estate proceedings
which consists oftestate proceedings(when a person dies and leaves a willj^ and mtei'tote

proceedings(when a person dies and leaves no will); eonservatorships(were a court
appoints an individual to care for the property and/or person ofsomeone determined to be

imable to manage his or her ovm property); and guardianships(were the court appoints
an individual to care for the person and/or property ofa minor).
A typical probate matter consists ofholding the initial conference with the client

or closestfamily member,commencing probate proceedings,taking inventory ofthe

assets ofthe decedent's debts and expenses,making an accounting to the court,filing tax
returns,and ultimately distributing assets and closing the estate. Because the majority of
tasks involve the preparation oftax returns,accovintings,and asset valuations,probate
paralegals need to be fairly good with numbers.

Issues concerning the environment,businessfailures,global competition,job

discrimination,and pension fraud have increased the need for legal advice in the areas of
environmental,bankruptcy,immigration,labor and eihployinent,intellectual property,

pension law,and cdmputerized litigation sppport. Growth in these areas are prdt^ielihg
greater career opportunities for todays paralegals. Environmental law is one ofthe fastest
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growing specialty areas tpday. Since the Natiphal Environmental Policy Act of 1970
became law,dozens ofregulations and statutes have been created. Cases can involve

anjrthing from compliance issues,like obtaining permits under the Clean Water Act,to
hazardous waste litigation, and tort litigation, such as the asbestos cases that have been in
the courts for many years now.

When preparing for proceedings before the U.S.Environmental Protection

Agency(EPA),environmental paralegals often perform tasks similar to those working in

litigation,such as dpciiment organization,identifying issues,organizing the witness file,
drafting discovery documents,legal research and writing,scientific and technical
investigations,and Exhibit and trial book preparation. However,there are other

responsihilities that are unique to environmental law,one ofwhich is monitoririg the rule

making activities ofthe EPA.Environmental paralegals monitor the Federal Register for
notices,proposals,and final rules that might affect a client's interest. The paralegal niay
be asked to prepare a brief with comments and suggestions for alternative proposed
language for submittal into the administrative record.

Further,environmental paralegals may attend and participate in administrative

hearings and meetings. Some oftheir responsibilities may include studying the
administrative record,drafting testimony for a company's representatives to present at
hearing,and monitoring the proceedings ofthe hearing.
A great deal ofenvironmental law focuses on Superfund cases. Under the federal
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Superfund law,generators ofhazardous wastes are liable for completing a cleanup even if

the site has been abandoned.In a Superfund case,a paralegars responsibility often begins

when a company is notified ofits potential liability. Some specific tasks include:
Investigating why a client has been named a potentially responsible party(PRP);
Filing a request for the information the EPA used to identify the client's
connection to the site;

►

Assisting in drafting responses to the EPA's request, which involves examining
the manifests, logs, reports, and interviewing personnel;
Attending Steering Committeemeetings with OtherPRPs in order to better
facilitate negotiations and settlements with the EPA;

>■

Implementing a computerized document management and retrieval database in
order to organize and nionitor documents received from the EPA^ the client, and
other PRPs;

>■

Researching and monitoring changes in state and federal legislation and
administrative regulations; and

►

Preparing a "waste-in" summary, i.e., a detailed analysis Of who sent what waste
and in what amounts to the site.

Environmental paralegals need tO be highly organized in order to manage large

quantities of documents, and flexible so that they can handle additional responsibility at a
moment's notice. Qualities necessary to succeed in this specialty area of law include
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changing legislation,and the ability to communicate with the agencies,clients,and other

A,. :

bargaining,proceedings before the National Labor Relations Board(NLRB),arbitration.

Opportunity Commission(EEOC)investigations,discrimination cases,international
labor matters,eind litigation. The specific duties ofa labor paralegal again depend upon

whether her or she works in a law firm or a corporation and who the client is(i.e., a
union,an employee,or management). A paralegal who works for a labor law practice
would be responsible for:

Perfonuing economic analyses ofunion proposals;

analyzing recent trends;

Attending bargaining sessions and taking notes;

Preparing for NLRB hearings;

Drafting petition letters to the NLRB in defense ofan unfair labor practice charge;
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Preparing for trial when formal complaints are issued by the NLRB;
►

Preparing for arbitrationproceedings;

Reviewing and analyzing documents that relate to complaints of noncompliance
to minimum wage or overtime provisions of federal or state laws.
Preparing for EEOC investigations*

Reviewing and analyzing employers' affirmative action plans; and
Preparing documents inEEOC litigation matters.

Obviously, good personable skills are needed in this specialty field. Paralegals

often must deal with sensitive issues, such as representing management in an employee
discrimination case. Nonetheless, it is a good foundation for careers inhuman resources
and labor relations.

In summary, it is apparent that the role of the paralegalis very flexible and

diverse. There are several distinct advantages and disadvantages to seeking a paralegal
career. However, one more factor must be,consideredin order to have a clear picture of

this emerging career role. This of course is the educational and skill requirements needed
to perform the job.
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CHAPTER TWO

Education,Traming,And Skills

Because standardized educational requirements have not been accepted by the

profession industrywide,and because employers lise their own criteria when hiring
paralegals,entry into the field is open to people with a wide range ofeducational
backgrounds and experience. Although it is possible to land a position that provides on-

the-job training or to become a paralegal via promotion,current trends indicate that

people with some formal education or training (i.e., bachelor's degree,paralegal
certificate, or associate degree in paralegal studies),tend to be hired.
Today,over 30,000 students are enrolled in the more than 600 institutions

nationwide that provide formal paralegal training. These institutions include two-year
colleges,four-year universities and colleges,technical schools,and proprietary schools.
The programs offered by these institutions can lead to a certificate,a associate degree,or

a bachelor's degree.

Certificate programs are the most prevalent type ofparalegal training,and are
offered by two- and four- year eolleges,technical schools,and proprietary schools. For
the most part,these programs provide only legal training although some do include

general education courses. They can take anywhere from three months(full-time
enrollment)to over two years to complete. Certificates are generally recommended for

individuals who possess a bachelor's degree,have completed 30to 60units ofcollege
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credit,or have some work experience. The major drawback ofthe shorter certificate

programs is thatthey provide only a cursory pass ofthe material. The short time frame
makes it impossible to coyerlegal subjects in detail.

Some commimity andjimior colteges and fotjr-year universities offer two-year
associate degrees in paralegal studies. Admission requirements for these programs
include a high sehool diploma,and sometimes college-level aptitude test scores, writing

examples,letters ofrecommeridation,and personal interviews. The eurrieulum usually is

a eombination ofgeneral education requirements,eore legal courses(usually in researeh,
writing,law office management,and an introduction to the field), business law,civil
procedure,and legal specialty courses.

A smaller number ofuniversities and colleges offer majors or minors in paralegal
studies in their four-year degree programs.Tlie curriculum requirements ofthese

programs usually inelude general education and business courses and legal specialty
courses. The programs combine both a generalist's and specialist's approach to the

paralegal field. Many also offer internships in the senior year, which provide students

with the opportunity to integrate classroom learning and on-the-job experience.
A bachelor's degree program is recommended for high school graduates who are
planning to obtain a degree from afour-year college. The major benefit ofa baehelor's

degree program is that it provides the student with a liberal arts background and skills

that are immediately transferable to the workplace. With the trend toward more rather
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than less education,the four-year college or university programs are the wave ofthe
future.

There are several kinds offdrmal paralegal training programs available today.
Paralegal education is big business,and new schools are opening their doors every day,

However,there are several factors that should be considered in chosing a quality
program. These factors should include,ABA approval,admission requirements,

length ofstudy,curricula,faculty composition,placementservices,computer
facilities,enrollment,and cost.

For many employers an ABA-approved program signifies quality. Out ofthe
six hundred formal programs that operate today,only about 25 percent are ABA

approved.Earning approval means a program meets strict guidelines adopted by the
ABA's Standing Committee on Legal Assistants regarding the number of

semester/quarter hours and types ofcourses required for certification or a degree. The

approval process also includes a review ofa school's faculty,admission requirements,
administrative staff, andjob placement service.

Admission requirements v^ widely fflid depend on the type ofcertification

that's offered A certificate program generally requires either(1)a bachelor's degreeor{2)
work experience and/or one to two years ofcollege.Programs that offer either a two- or a

four-year degree normally require a high school diploma.In addition,some schools,also
require work experience,aptitude or achievement test scores,and
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demonstrated witing ability.

■

Depending on the type,the length oftime required to complete a paralegal

training or education program varies from three months to four years. Many programs

Most programs use a combination oftwo basic eurrieulum models. First,there is
the general or broad-based legal training. General legal courses usually include an
introduction to the paralegal profession, civil procedure,criminal law,legal research and
writing,law office management,and sometimes a computer literacy class. The second

curricula consists ofthe legal specialty courses, which generally include real estate,
probate,corporate/business,tax,criminal,family law,estate plamiing,and litigation.
Most ofthe programs offer courses in theory as well as practical skills.
Faculty composition is another important consideration. The qualifications ofthe
people teaching the course work arejust as important as the material that is covered.
Instructors are usually attorneys, working paralegals,business executives,and specialists
with expertise in a particular field,such as computers. Generally,the selection of
instructors depends on factors such as teaching ability, work experience,expertise, and
experience with paralegals in the workplace.

The best programs provide job placement services for current students and alumni.
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on-the-job skills.

All programs do not offer computer training courses. However,because ofthe

increased demand for computer-literate paralegals,it is a good idea to Consider a program
that does offer computer training. For the most part, paralegals have little to with

mainframes and minicomputers. Most oftheir computer work is done on persohal
computers(PCs). Most firms use IBMs and IBM-compatibles rather than the Apple
Macintosh PCs,although some firms use Macs to produce high-quality graphics. Up until

afew years ago,the standard operating system for IBM and IBM-compatible PCs was
DOS.Now,however,many firms are upgrading to Microsoft's Windows,which is the
first graphic'-user interface operating system for IBM and IBM-compatibles.
Basically,there are two categories ofPC software that law firms generally use.

The first type involves the generic,off-ftie-shelfpackages for word processing,
spreadsheets, databases,grapMcs,and desktop publishing packages. These include such

products as WordPerfect or Word for Windows for word processing; Lotus 1-2-3, Quatfro

Pro,Excel,or Framework for spreadsheets; dBa,se for databases;Harvard Graphics for
graphics; and PageMaker and Venture for desktop publishing. The second category is the

application-specific software, which is used for tasks such as timekeeping and billing.

Calendaring,litigation support,and document management.Paralegal programs that
include any ofthe computer application courses already mentioned are considered to be
up-to-date and ofgood quality.
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Another factor that shduld be considered is Enrollment,Glass size generally
should not exceed thirty-five students. The smaller claiss size enables the instructor to
provide more individual attention.In addition,a smaller class size also allows for better
student participation and interaction.

Last, when looking for a quality program,high cost doesn't always mean high
quality. Costs for paralegal programs vary widely. Whether you attend a public or private

school,costs can range ianywhere from several hundred dollars in a community college to

over $6,000 in a university. Great care should be taken when evaluating the quality and
cost ofa paralegal education program.
It^s been suggested that,the main attributes a paralegal must possess is(1)
the ability to locate resotirces, and(2)comhion sense.Inorder to be successful,a

paralegal must be able to locate resources and access information effectively;They need

to know where to go for information. The source could be a law library,acomputer
database file, a state regulatory agency,or any ofthe hundreds ofother sources ofdata
that exist. Paralegals are expected to know how and where to find information. Common

sense,on the other hand,carmot be taught. You either have it or you don't. Mostlegal
assignments require 10 percent ability and knowledge,and 90 percent common sense.

Nonetheless,there are three types ofskills thataiparalegal utilizes dining their

everyday work tasks. These skills are organizational skills,communication skills, and
analytical skills. Qrganizafional skills include the ability to stay on top ofdetails;to
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manage,retrieve,and organize dociunents; and to administrate,,coordinate,and schedule.

Next,communication skills include the ability to get ideas across verbally and in

writing. An example ofthese skills would be legal writing,interpersonal relations,

negotiating,investigating,interviewing,and supervising. Last, analytical skills which
includes the ability to conduct legal,factual,statistical, and legislative research;to
reason;to extract and utilize information;to interpret and apply laws and regulations; and

to analyze and summarize facts and documents. Mosttasks performed by paralegals use
all these skill groups in some combination. Successful completion ofa designated
assignment depends on using each ofthese skill areas in the following manner:
^

Organizational - locating and retrieving specific documents;

►

Analytical - extracting and interpreting information in the defendants' responses in
relation to what was requested;

>

Oommunication - writing a detailed memorandum to the partner on the case.

Of these skills, prioritizing assignments without panicking and working with
minimal supervision are elemental to on-the-job success.

As in any professionv important skills must be learned on the job. Many law firms

provide newly hired paralegals with in-house training and orientation programs. These

programs introduce newcomers to the profession; to the basic legal concepts; specific

tasks, such as summarizing depositions; computer systems; and management techniques.
Programs are hdmjnisterefiby aparalegafinahager^ an
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or a combination of both.

Training often employs the use of"systems" binders for instruction in the procedures ofa

specificlegal task,such as preparing a will. A binder will contain:
Written step-by-step procedures
Standardized forms
Source materials
Checklists

Sample form letters

Information regarding preparation ofdocuments
Master information containing basic data on a particular case
In addition to the systems binder,training rnay also include assignments based on

bypotbetical problems that are critiqued by the paralegal manager upon completion.
Typically,new paralegals in the larger firms are also trained in legal research and writing,
in the use ofLEXIS or WESTLAW,and the law library.

In sum,it is clear that a combination offormal paralegal education,on-tbe-job

training,and good eommrmication skills, and maybe a little common sense, will provide a

paralegal with all the tools they'll need to succeed in this new emerging field.
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CHAPTER THREE

Paralegal: The Next Generation

Since the recent recession,admissions to paralegal programs have heen at record

highs,law firms are reducing staffs, and paralegaljohs are becoming more difficult to
ohtain. But,during times ofeconomic xmcertainty,competition forjobs increases in all
fields. As a result ofthe weak economy,we all need to reevaluate the definition ofwork

andjob security. However,this does not lessen the value or the role paralegals play in the
practice oflaw.

All indicators show great potential for this new profession. As consumers

continue to demand affordable legal services,paralegals will play an important role in
alleviating the burden ofhigh cost.

One thing is certain,paralegals represent CHANGE!Unfortiiriately,change is
almost always ihet with resistance,especially from those who benefitfrom the status quo.
The profession is still evolving,still striving to overcome resistance,and still trying to
define itself.

As a result ofa more complex legal environment,lawyers are now being forced to

examine their profession in new ways.Increased competition for clients, specialization,
greater use oftechnology and computers,the advent ofadvertising and marketing,and

the emergence ofalternative dispute resolution methods,has changed the legal industry.
These changes have affected the rOle and responsibilities oftodays paralegal,and will
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continue to do so.

even paralegals who work in the most traditional settings perform tasks that were once
considered "practicing law". As the paralegal profession matures,the lines between
attorney and paralegal will blur even more.The inevitable conflict between the old and

the new will continue. Those who see change as opportunity will become the next
generation ofparalegal professionals.
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APPENDIX A

LEGAL ASSISTANT AND PARALEGAL SCHOOL LISTING
CALIFORNIA

* ABA Approved

Balin Institute ofTechnology

Angwin
Pacific Union College

3301 West Lincoln Avenue

Angwin,CA 94508

Anaheim,CA 92801

(707)965-6673

Bakersfield

Brea

Galifornia State University,Bakersfield

Southern California College

Anabeim

Extended Studies

ofBusiness Law

9001 Stockdale Highway

595 West Lambert Road

Bakersfield,CA 93311-1099

Brea,CA 92621

CSBPlus

Attorney Assistant Certificate Program

Extended Studies and Regional Programs
9001 Stockdale Highway
Bakersfield,CA 93311-1099
Bueiia Park

Burbank

National Academy for Paralegal Studies

Catherine College

8615 Knott Avenue-Suite #11

1700 West Burbank Boulevard

Buena Park,CA 90620

Burbank,CA 91506

Camarillo

Campbell

Pacific Legal Arts College

Condie Juiiidr College ofBusiness &
Technology
One West Campbell Avenue
Campbell,CA 95008

1387 Del Norte Road

Camarillo,CA 93010
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Carson

California State University,Dominguez Hills
Public Paralegal Certificate Program
School ofSocial and Behavioral Sciences

Carson,CA 90747

Phillips Junior College
One Civic Center-Suite #110
Carson,CA 90745
Cerritos

Chieo

*Cerritos Community College

California State University, Chieo
Department ofPolitical Science

11110 East Alondra

Paralegal Certificate Program

Norwalk,CA 90650

Chieo,CA 95929-0455

Chula Vista

Citrus Heights

Apollo College
Chula Vista,CA 92010
(619)585-3320

Career Community College
Paralegal Program
7219 Escalante Way
Citrus Heights,CA 95610

Compton

Costa Mesa

310 Third Avenue-Suite #B22

Compton College

Orange Coast College

1111 East Artesia

2701 Fairview Road

Compton,CA 90221

Costa Mesa,CA 92626

Ewing University
Paralegal Program
2007 East Compton Boulevard
Compton,CA 90221
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Culver City

Cupertino

West Los Angeles College
Legal Assistant/Paralegal Program

*DeAnza College

Legal Assistant Program

4800 Freshman Drive-Business Dept.

Administration ofJustice Dept.

Culver City,CA 90230

21250 Stevens Creek Boulevard

(213)287-4200

Cupertino,CA 95014

Cypress

Barclay College
Legal Assistant Program
5172 Orange Avenue
Cypress,CA 90630
Davis

^University ofCalifornia,Davis
University Extension/Continuing Education
Legal Assisting Certificate Program
Davis,CA 95616
Encino

Eureka

University ofLaVefnC,College ofLaw

College ofthe Redwoods

5445 Balboa Boulevard

Business Division

Encino,CA 91316

7351 Tompkihs Hill Road
Eureka,CA 9550U9302

Fountain Valley

*Coastlihe Community College
Legal Assistant Prograrn/Independent Dept.
11460 Warner Avenue

Foimtain Valley,CA 92708
(714)960-7671
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Fresno

Fullerton

Fresno City College
Fullerton College
Paralegal Studies/Business Edueation Dept. Legal Assistant Program
1101 East University Avenue
406 North Adams Avenue
Fresno,CA 93711
FullertoUj CA 92632
San Joaquin College ofLaw
Paralegal Program/Independent Dept.
3385 East Shields

Fresno,CA 93726

Hayward

*Califomia State University, Hayward
Paralegal Certificate Program
Division ofExtended Education
25800 Carlos Bee Boulevard

Hayward,CA 94542-3012
Imperial

Irvine

Imperial Valley College
P.O. Box 158

*University ofCalifornia,Irvine
Certificate PrOgram/LegalAssistant

Imperial,CA 92251

P.O. Box 6050

Irvine,CA 92'/l6-6050
La JoIIa

LaVerne

^University ofCalifornia,San Diego

University ofLaVeme

Legal Assistant Program/UCSD Ext.0176 College ofLaw
9500 Oilman Drive,
La Jolla, CA 92093

1950 Third Street

LaVeme,CA 91750

Long Beach

California State University,Long Beach
University Extension
1250 Bellflower Boulevard

Long Beaeh,CA 90840
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Metropolitan Business College
2390 Pacific College
Long Beach,CA 90806

Los Angeles
Barclay Career Schools
3460 Wilshire Boulevard^Suite #1111

Los Angeles,CA 90010

Los Angeles City College
Law Department
855 North Vermont Avenue

Los Angeles,CA 90029
(213)669-4000
*UCLA-University ofCalifornia,LA
Extension-Attorney Assistant Program
10995 Le Conte Avenue-Suite #517

Los Angeles,CA 90024
(213)825-0741

*Califomia State University,LA
Legal Assistant Certificate Program
5151 State University Drive
Los Angeles,CA 90032
(213)343-2022
Los Angeles Southwest College
Legal Assistant Program
1600 West Imperial Highway
Los Angeles,CA 90047
(213)777-2225
University OfSouthern Calif.

Paralegal Program
Law Center-University Park
Los Angeles,CA 90089-0071

^University of West Los Angeles
School ofParalegal Studies
12201 Washington Place
Los Angeles,CA 90066
Mission Viejo

Moraga

Futures High School

*Saint Mary's College
Paralegal Program

26440 La Alameda-Suite #350

Mission Viejo,CA 92691
(714)348-0608

P.O. Box 3052

Moraga,CA 94575

*Saddleback College
Legal Assistant Program
2800 Marguerite Parkway
Mission Viejo, CA 92692
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Northridge

Norwalk

Phillips Junior College

*Cerritos College

8520 Balboa Boulevard

11110 East Alondra Boulevard

Northridge,CA 91325
(818)895-2220

Norwalk,CA 90650

Oakland

Oxnard

Merrit College
12500 Campus Drive

4000 South Rose Avenue

Oakland,CA 94619

Oxnard,CA 93033

Oxnard College

Saint Mary's College
500 12th Street-Suite #220

Oakland,CA 94512
Palmdale

Panorama City

Adult Training School

1201 East Avenue"Q"

Catherine College
ParalegalProgram

Palmdale,CA 93550

8155 Van NuyS Boulevard

(805)947-1660

Panorama City,CA 91402

Pasadena

Pasadena City College
1570 East Colorado Boulevard

Pasadena,CA 91106

(213)578-7301
Watterson College
1165 East Colorado Boulevard

Pasadena,CA 91106

Redwood City
Canada College
4200 Farm Hill Boulevard

Redwood City,CA 94061
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Riverside

Associated Business Programs
Paralegal Program
3763 Arlington Avenue-Suite #2

4300 Central Avenue

Riverside,CA 92506 !

RiversideyCA 92506

National Business Institute

University ofCalifornia,Riverside
University Extension

4300 Central Avenue

Phillips College

Inland Empire Campus

Riverside,CA 92506

Certifieate in Legal Assistantship

(909)787-9300

Riverside,CA 9252U0112

r

RohnertPark

Sonoma State University

Attorney Assistant Certifieate Program

j801 East Cotati Avenue
Rohnert Park,Ca 94928
Sacramento

American River College
4700 College Oak Drive
Sacramento,CA 95841

MTI Western Business College
Legal Assistant Program

CareerCom College ofBusiness
6507 Fourth Avenue-Suite #450
Sacramento,CA 95817

2731 Capital Avenue

Pacific College ofLegalCareers
Paralegal Studies Program
580 University Avenue

Sacramento,CA 95816

Sacramento,CA 95825

University ofNorthern California

Western Institute ofProcedural Law

Paralegal School
816"H"Street-Suite:#108

2731 Capitol Avenue
Sacramento. CA 95816

Sacramento,CA 95814
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San Bernardino

California State University,San Bernardino Metropolitan Technical Institute
Paralegal Studies Department
And Business College
5500 University Parkway
LegalTeclmician Program

San Bemardino,C#92407

1963mrth''E" Street-Suite A

(909):880-5000

San Bernardino^ GA 92405

San Bemardino Valley College
Legal Administration Program

i

San Bernardino,CA 92403
''Satt:Bruno

Skyline College
Paralegal Program
3300 Skyline College Drive
San Bruno,CA 94066

San Diego

Kelsey-Jenncy College
Paralegal Studies/Independent Dept.
201 "A" Street
f ^

4304 Twain Avenue

San Diego,CA 92101

San Diego,CA 92120

National University School ofLaw
Paralegal Studies Program

Rutledge College
5620 Kearney Mesa Road
San Diego,CA 92111

8380 Miramar

Muir Technical Programs
Paralegal Program

San Diego,CA 92126

*University ofSan Diego
Lawyer's Assistant Program
Serra Hall,Room 316
Alcala Park/Graduate Division

San Diego,CA 92110
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San Fernando

Los Angeles Mission College
Paralegal Program
1212 San Fernando Road

San Fernando,CA 91340-2294
San Francisco

City College ofSan Francisco
Legal Assistant Program
50 Phelan Avenue

San Francisco State University
Paralegal Studies Program
1600 Holloway Avenue

San Francisco,CA 94112

San Francisco,CA 94132-1789
OR

Unilex College
Paralegal Department

425 Market Street,2nd Floor

995 Market Street

(415)338-1207

San Francisco, CA 94105

San Francisco,CA 94103

University ofSan Francisco
Paralegal Studies Program
Lone Mountain Campus,Room 105
San Francisco, CA 94117-1080
San Jose

San Luis Obispp

San Jose State University
Legal Assistant Studies

California Polj^echnic State Univ.
San Luis Obispo-Extended Ed.Dept.
San Luis ObispOj,CA 93407

One Washington Square
San Jose,CA 95192

Sawyer College
441 West Trumble Road

San Jose,CA 95131
San Marcos

San Rafael

Palomar Community College

Dominican College ofSan Rafael

1140 West Mission Road

San Rafael,CA 94901

San Marcos,CA 92069
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Watterson College Pacific
336 East Rancheros Drive-Suite C

San Marcos,CA 92069

(619)47D9100
Santa Ana

Santa Barbara

Pacific Coast College

University ofCalifornia,

118 West Fifth Street

Santa Barbara,

Santa Ana,CA 92701

Legal Assistant Program

(714)558-8700

Santa Barbara, CA 93106

*Rancho Santiago College
Legal Assistant Program
1530 West 17th Street

Santa Ana,CA 92706

(714)564-6800 or(714)835-3000
Santa Clara

Santa Clarita

Santa Clara University
Institute for Paralegal Education
MS B ofA Building-Suite #507
Santa Clara,CA 95053
(408)554-4535

American Paralegal Institute
21704 Golden Triangle Road- #314

Santa Cruz

Santa Rosa

University ofCalifornia, Santa Cruz
Program in Legal Assistantship

Empire College School ofLaw

SantaClarita,CA 91350

740 Front Street-Suite #155

3033 Cleveland Avenue
Santa Rosa,CA 95403

Santa Cruz,CA 95060

(707)546-4000

Saratoga

West Valley College
Office ofCommunity Development
14000 Fruitvale Avenue

Saratoga,CA 95070
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Sherman Oaks

South Lake Tahoe

Watterson College
5121 Van NuysBouleyard
Sherman Oaks,CA 91403

Lake Tahoe Commimity College
Legal Assistant Certificate
2659 Lake Tahoe Boulevard

P.O.Boxl4445

South Lake Tahoe,CA 95702
Stockton

Suisun City

Humphreys College
6650 Inglewood Drive
Stockton,CA 92507

Solano Community College
4000 Suisun Valley Road
Suisun City,CA 94585
(707)864-7000

(209)478-0800
Torrance

*E1 Ceimino College
Legal Assistant Program
16007 Crenshaw Boulevard

Torrance, CA 90506

Van Nuys

Visalia

Merit College

*College ofthe Sequoias

7101 Sepulveda Boulevard

Paralegal Program

Van Nuys,CA 91405-2997
(818)988-6640

915 South Mooney Boulevard
Visalia,CA 93277
(209)730-3700

Sawyer College ofBusiness
6832 Van Nuys Boulevard
Van Nuys,CA 91405
Whittier

Woodland Hills

*Rio Hondo Community College
Paralegal Program


22837 Ventura BlvdvrSuite #203

3600 Workman Mill Road
Whittier,CA 90608

Amdricari Paralegal Institute

Woodland Hills,CA 913i64

(310)692-0921 ext.3937
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APPENDIX B

LEGAL ASSISTANT AND PARALEGAL ASSOCIATION LISTING

'V :;'unitedSTATE^S^;:"^^
^NationalAssociation ofLegalAssistaiits,Inc.(NALA)

**National Federation ofParal%alAssociations,Inc.(NFPA)
American Association ofLaw Libraries
53 West Jackson Boulevard-Suite #940

Chicago,IL 60604

American Association for ParalegalEdueation(AAFPE)
P.O.Box 40244
NOTE:serves paralegaleducators
Overland Park,KS 66204

and Adrninistrators ofinstitutions

(913)381-4458

that offer paralegal training programs

Americaii Bar Association(ABA)

Standing Committee on Legal Assistants

NOTE:paralegals canjoin the ABA 750

North Lake Shore Drive

as Associater members.

Chicago,IL 60611
(312)988-5000
Association ofLegal Administrators(ALA)

175 East Hawthorne Parkway-Suite #325
Hills,IL 60061-1428
(708)816H212

NOTE:Associations purpose is to Vernon
enhance the competence and
prdfessiprialism ofthe legal
administratbr and the legal
management team,

American Academy ofLegal Assistants
1022 Paul Avenue,North East

Norton,VA 24273

American Paralegal Association(APA)
P.O. Box 35233

LosAngeles,CA 90035
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Legal Assistant Maitiageineiit Association(LAMA)
P.O.Box 40129
638 Prospect Avenue
Overland Park,KS 66204
OR
Hartford,CT 06105

National Association for Independent Paralegals
635 Fifth Street West
NOTE:provides information on
Sonoma,CA 95476
independent paralegals and on how
800-332-4557
to start a self-help law form
preparation business.
National Association ofLaw Firm Marketing Administrators
60 Rivere Drive-Suite #500

Northbrook,IL 60062
National Association for Law Placement

1666 Connecticut Avenue,Suite #450
Washington,D.C. 20009
National Association ofLegal Assistants,Inc.(NALA)
1601 South Main Street-Suite #300
NOTE:membership is open to
Tulsa,OK 74119
individual paralegals and

(918)587-6828

paralegalassociations.

National Association ofLegal Secretaries
2250 East 73rd Street-Suite #550
Tulsa,OK 74136

National Federation ofParalegal Associations,Inc.(NFPA)
104 Wilmot Road-Suite #201

DeerfieldjIL 60015-5195
(312)940-8800

P.O.Box 33108

OR

Kansas City,MO 64114-0108
(816)941-4000

National Legal Assistant Conference Center
2444 Wilshire Boulevard-Suite #301

Santa Monica,CA 90403

National Notary Association(NNA)
23012 Ventura Boulevard
P.O. Box 4625

Woodland Hills, CA 91365-4624
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National Paralegal Association(NPA)
P.O. Box 406

NOTE:membership open to

Solebury,PA 18963
(215)297-8333

individual p^alegals and paralegal
students.

National Shorthand Reporters Association
118 Park Street-South East

Vienna,VA 22180

Professional Legal Assistants,Inc.
P.O. Box 31951

Raleigh,NG 27690-0315
GALIFORNIA

Camarillo

Culver City

*Ventura County Association
ofLegal Assistants

California Alliance ofParalegal
Associations

291 Lantana Street

P.O. Box 2801

Camarillo, CA 93010

Culver City,CA

Fremont

Fresno

^Paralegal Assoeiation
ofSanta Clara County

**San Joaquin Association
ofLegal Assistants

1864 Mohican Court

P.O,Box 1306

Fremont,CA 94539

Fresno,CA 93715

Los Angeles

**Los Angeles Paralegal Association
P.O. Box 241928

Los Angeles,CA 90024
Modesto

**Central Valley Paralegal Association
City Mall,948 Eleventh Street-Suite #20
P.O. Box 3465

Modesto,CA 95353
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Napa

Newport Beach

**NAPA Valley Association
ofLegal Assistants

P.O. Box 8512

1836 Second Street

Newport Beach,CA 92658-8512

**Orange County Paralegal Association

Napa,CA 94559
Oxnard

Oakland

*Ventura County Association
ofLegal Assistants

**East Bay Association
ofLegal Assistants

1210 Escalon Drive

Oxnard,CA 93030

P.O.Box 424
Oakland,CA 94604

Redwood City

Riverside

**Paralegal Association

**Inland Counties Paralegal Association

ofSan Mateo

P.O. Box 292

250 Wheeler Avenue

Riverside,CA 92502-0292

Redwood City,CA 94061
Sacramento

San Diego

**Sacramento Association

**San Diego Association ofLegal Assist.

ofLegal Assistants

P.O. Box 87449

P.O. Box 453

San Diego,CA 92138-7449

Sacramento,CA 95812-0453
San Francisco

**California Alliance

ofParalegal Associations
114 Sansome Street-Suite #644

San Francisco, CA 94104

**Coalition for Paralegal
and Cbnsuhler Rights
1714 Stockton Street-Suite #400
San Francisco,CA 94133

**San Francisco Association

ofLegal Assistants
P.O. Box 26668

San Francisco, CA 94126-6668
(415)982-2586
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San Jose

San Luis Obispo

*Paralegal Association
ofSanta CIara County

**Centi'al Coast Legal Assistants
P.O.Box 93

129Parkwell Court

San Luis Obispo,CA 93406

San JOse,CA 95138-1633
San Rafael

**Marin County Association ofLegal Assistants
P.O.Box 13051 /

San Rafael,CA 94913-3051
Santa Barbara

*Legal Assistants Association ofSanta Barbara
530 Hast Montecito Street

Santa Barbara,CA 93103
OR

P.O. Box 2280

Santa Barbara,CA 93120-2280

*ChanneI Cities Legal Assistant Association
200 East Carrillo Street

Santa Barbara,CA 93101
Santa Rosa

**Redwood Empire Legal Assistants
P;0. Box 1498

Santa Rosa,CA 95402
Visalia

**Sequ6ia Paralegal Association
P.O. Box 93278-3884

Visalia,CA 93278
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APPENDIX C

PARALEGAL TEXTBOOlC REFERENGE

******Adams & Anibroise Publishing
1274 South Park Street
P.O.Box9684

Madison, Wisconsin 53715-0684
(608)257-5700

*****Clark,Boardman Callaghan
155 Pfingsten Road
Deerfield,IL 60015-4998
800-221-9428

***James Publishing,Inc.
P.O.Box 25202

Santa Ana,CA 92799-5202
(714)755-5450

(708)948-9340 FAX

****Little,Brown,& Company
New Books Department
200 West Street

Waltham,MA 02154
(617)890-2125

WEST Publishing Company

*Prentice Hall

Business& Professional Publishing
P.O.BOX 11071
Des Moines,lA 50381-1071

800-288-4745^^^(

■

50 West Kellog Blvd.

**Wiley Law Publications
John Wiley & Sons,Inc.

P.O.Box 64526

7222 Commerce Center Drive-#240

St. Paul, MN 55164-1003

Colorado Springs,CO 80919-9810

1. Computers and the Law:A Practical Guide For Legal Assistants
by Brent D. Roper
2. Essentials ofParalegalism
by William P. Statsky

3. Introduction to Paralegalism: Perspectives,Problems,and Skills,Fourth
Edition

by William P. Statsky

4. NALA Manual for Legal Assistants,Second Edition
by National Association ofLegal Assistants,Inc.
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5. Introduction to Law

by Beth Walston-Dunham

6. Litigation and Trial Practice for the Legal Assistant,Third Edition
by Roderick D.Blanchard
7. Tort Law for Legal Assistants: A Practical Guide

by Linda L.Edwards and J. Stanley Edwards
8. The Litigation Paralegal: A Systems Approach,Second Edition
by James W.H.McCord

9. The Compact Guide to Torts: A.Civilized Approach to the Law
by Jefferson H. Weaver

10. Torts:PersonalInjury Litigation,Second Edition
by William P. Statsky
11.Introduction to Civil Litigation,Second Edition

by The Philadelphia Institute-Mark Weinstein,editor
12.Introduction to Real Estate Law,Second Edition

hy The Philadelphia Institute-Deborah Flynn,editor
13. Practical Real Estate Law

by Daniel F. Hinkel

14. Real Estate Law,Second Edition
by George Siedell

15. The Compact Guide to Property Law:A Civilized Approach to the Law
by Jefferson H. Weaver

16. Wills,Trusts,and Estate Administration for the Paralegal^ Third Edition
by Dennis Ilower

17.Introduction to Estates and Trusts,Second Edition

by The Philadelphia Institute-Susan J.G. Shrader,editor
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18. How to Find a Job as a Paralegal: A Step-by-Step Job Searcli Guide,Secoind
Edition

by Marie Kisiel
19.

by William P.Statsky

20.The Regulation ofParalegals: EthicsjProfessional Respoiisibility» and
Other Forms of Control

by William P. Statsky

21. Case Analysisand Fundaittontals ofLegal Writing,Third Edition
by William p. Statsky and R.John Werhet,Jr.

22.LegalReseareh and Writing:Some Starting Points,Third Edrtioh
, by William P. Statsky

23.Legislative Analysis and DraftingiSeeohd Edition
by William:P.Statsky
24.Family Law for Paralegals,Third Edition
by William P. Statsky

25.Bankruptcy forParalegals
by Pamela Webster

26.The Compact Guide^t^^

Law:A Civilized Approach to the Law

by Jefferson H.Weaver

27.Introduction to Bankruptcy Law
by Martin A.Frey, W
McConnico,Phyllis Hurley Frey
28.The Law ofBusiness Organizations,Third Edition

by JohnE. Moye
29.

by Martih A.Frey and Terry H.Bitting
30.Introduction to Corporate Law,Second Edition
by The Philadelphia Institute-Lisa Warren,editor
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*31.Paralegal Practice and Procedure: A Practical Guide for the Legal
Assistant,Second Edition

by Deborah E. Larbalestrier

**32. Personal Injury Paralegal: Forms and Procedures
by Joyce Walden

**33. Litigation Organization and Managementfor Paralegals
by Lynn M.Randall
**33. Paralegal Letters Book
edited by Wiley Law Publications

**34. Estate Planning and Administration for Paralegals
by Charles P.Nemeth

**35. Paralegal Drafting Guide
by Dorien Smith McClellan

**36.Bankruptcy Law and Procedure: A Guide For Paralegals,Third
Edition

by Steven N.Berger,J. Daria Westland,and Thomas J. Salemo

**37. Chapter 13 Bankruptcy,Second Edition
by Keith M.Lundin

**38. Litigation Paralegal,Second Edition
by Philip J. Signey

**39. Litigation Guide for Paralegals: Research and Drafting
by Cynthia Monteiro Osbome

***40. Paralegal Litigation: Forms & Procedure
by Marcy Fawcett

****41. Legal Research and Writing For Paralegals
by Deborah E. Bouchoux
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*****42.Bankruptcy: Maneuvering Through The Maze
by S. Suzanne Walsh
*****43.Bankruptcy Basics For Small Business
by S. Suzanne Walsh

*****44. Legal Assistant's Guide To Alternative Dispute Resolution
byJudyQuan
*****45. Environmental Law Resource Guide

by Graig B.Simonsen

*****46.Plaintiffs Personal Injury Handbook
by Kathleen M.Reade
*****47.The Nuts And Bolts OfCivilLitigation Practice
by Jennifer IDwight

*****48.Hot Docs And Smoking Guns: Managing Document Production
And Document Organization
by Stacey Hunt and Rhonda Gregory

******49. The Legal Research Manual,Second Edition: A Game Plan For
Legal Research And Analysis

by Christopher G. Wren and Jill Robinson Wren
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LAW DICTldNARIES/DIREGTOMES^D OTHER REFERENCES
1. Law Dictionary for Non-Lawyers,Third Editioii
byDanielOran

2. Oran's Dictionary ofthe Law,SecohdiEdition
byDanielOran

3. Sloane-Dorland Annotated Medical-Legal Dictionary
by Richard Sloane

4. West's Legal Desk Reference

by William P. Statsky,Bruce L.Hussey,Michael R.Diamond,and Richard H.
Nakamura

5. West's Legal Thesaurus/Legal Dictionary: A Resource For TheWriter and
Cohiputer Researcher

by William P. Statsky
6. Martindale-Hubbell Law Dictionaiy
by Martindalc-Hubbcll P.O. Box 1001 Summit,New Jersey 07902-1001

PARALEGAL PERIODICALS/NEWSLETTERS

Facts and Findings(Newsletter)

1601 South Main Street, Suite 300

Published by NALA

Tulsa,OK741l9

Journal ofParalegal Education And Practice
P.O. Box 40244

Overland Park,KS 66204

Law TechnologyProduct News(Newsletter)
Products,Systems,and Services for law firms

New York Law Publishing Company
P.O.Box2

Winter Beach,FL 32971-9981
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Legal Administrator
175 East Hawthorne Parkway
Vemon Hills,IL 60061-1428
(708)816-1212
Legal Assistant Today
3520 Cadillac Avenue-Suite E

Costa Mesa,CA 92626
(714)755-5450

Legal Assistant Update
750 North Lake Shore Drive

Chicago,IL 60611
(312)988-5000
National Paralegal Reporter
P.O. Box33108

Kansas City, MO 64114-0108
(816)941-4000

The Paralegal(Newsletter)

P.O.Box 406

Published by NPA

Solebury,PA 18963
(213)297-8333
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APPENDIX E

GOMPUTERIZED LITIGATION SUPPORT

American Legal Systems(ALS)NOTE; These are large
Aspen Systems Gorporation(ASG)computerized litigation

ATLIS LegalInformation Systems(ATLIS)support vendors
Quorum Systems

GOMPUTER APPLIGATIONS

LEXIS/NEXIS
WESTLAW

=Databases developed to provide easy access to legal
reference materials.

WordPerfect 5.1 and 6.0= Personal computer software now generally
accepted as the standard word processing
program used by law firms and legal
departments in corporations. This software

operates in either a stand-alone computer or
network environment.

Word for Windows = Wordprocessing application

DBase= Relational database program used for building and managing
document retrieval databases.

RBase = Relational database software package which is used in personal
computer environments for building litigation databases.
Lotus 1-2-3

= Spreadsheet applications

Quattro Pro 3.0
Excel

Framework
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APPENDIX F

LEGAL SPECIALTY AND SUB-SPECIALTY REFERENCES

LITIGATION

REAL ESTATE

Bankruptcy

Eminent Domain

Environmental

Environment

Workers'Compensation
Personallnjury
Collections
Commereial Litigation
Computerized Litigation Support

Landlord/Tenant
Land Use
Development

Administrative Law
Crirninal Law

Family Law
Government Law

Health Care

Immigration and Naturalization
Insurance Law

Labor/Employment Discrimination
Medical Malpractice
Products Liability
Social Security
CORPORATE

Banking
Business/Finance
Taxation

Copyright
Trademark

Patent

\

Entertainment
ERTSA

Pension Plans
Government Contracts
International
Mutual Funds
Seeurities
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APPENDIX G

PARALEGAL JOB DESCRIPTIONS

Each categoiy contains some genera job assignments that paralegals perform in
that particular area oflaw.Each category contains some generaljob assignments
that paralegals perform in that particular area oflaw.
LITIGATION PARALEGAL

When preparing for the proeessing ofcases and the commencement ofactions,paralegals
pftenperfprm the followihg types ofjob duties.
1. Initial Client Interview

2. Organization ofclient file

3. Ascertaining and Analyzing the facts
4. Investigation
*interviewing witnesses
*subsequent client interviews
court records,corporate records,titles and deeds

^investigating medical reports, wage analysis,loss ofincome,etc.
*visiting the scene;taking photographs,measurements
5. Detemiining legal issues
6. Forniulating a plan ofrese^^
7. Research the law,briefing cases
8. Drafting a memorandum oflaw
9. Correspondence
10. Drafting complaints or answers
11. Service ofprocess
Discoveiy Duties Include

1. Drafting requests for admissions and responses

2.Drafting requests for production and responses
3. Drafting interrogatories and responses
4. Depositions

*setting up depositions; notice; subpoena;reporter
*preparing questions
*taking notes on testimony
5. Document organization and analysis
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Pretrial Duties Include

1. Locating and selecting expert witnesses
2.
3.
4.
5.

Preparing Witnesses
Drafting Trial Brief
Preparing questions forjury selection
Preparing evidence

6. Drafting pretrial motions
7. Drafting opening statements
8. Settlements

*drafting releases
*drafting and filing motions for dismissal

9. Maintaining the client case docket and tickler system
10.Preparing trial notebooks
Trial Duties Include

1. Organizing trial exhibits and handling exhibits at trial

2. Coordinating Witnesses'appearances
3. Goordinating and organiziing trial settings
4. Taking notes at trials
Post-Trial Duties Include

1. Summarizing trial testimony and drafting motions
2. Maintaining appellate timetables

3. Satisfyingjudgments and collection work,i.e., garnishment levies
PROBATE ADMINISTRATION PARALEGAL
General Duties Include

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Prepare composites of wills
Petitions for probate

Proofs ofsubscribing witness to will
Order admitting will to probate
Letters testamentary

6. Estate Inventories
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7. Creditors'claims for family members
8. Petitions arid orders for family allowance consents to transfer
9. Stock powers
10. Affidavits ofdomicile

11.Inheritance tax deelarations
12. Estate tax returns

13. Petitions for final aceouiit

14. Distributee's receipts
15.Petitions for appointments ofconservator
16. Letters to and interviews with beneficiaries

17. Opening,maintaining and reeonciling ofestate checking and savings accounts
18. Obtaining inheritance tax referees
19. Opening safe deposit boxes
20. Obtaining appraisals
21. Doeumentation for sales and transfers ofassets

22. Assistance to beneficiaries in filing oflife insuranee elaims
23. Obtaining employer ID numbers for estates
Estate Planning Duties Include

1. Drafting wills and trusts

2. Applieation to IRS for taxpayer ID number for trusts
3. Maintaining savings aeeount reeords

4. Letters to elient explaining will and trust

5. Drafting agreements regarding ownership ofproperty
6. Changes in benefieiary designations and titles to property
7. Maintaining records ofwills
8. Updating will and trustform books
CORPORATE PARALEGAL

Organization ofa Corporation's Duties Include
1. Initial client interview

2. Opening the client file

3. Preparing and filing documents relative to incorporation
*pre-incorporation subscriptions
*feserving corporate name
^ *pre-ineorporation agreements
*articles ofincorporation
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4. Drafting bylaws
5. Notices for incorporating a going business
6. Organizational meetings
Routine Operation ofa Corporation's Duties Include
1. Issuance ofshares

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Drafting buy-sell agreements
Drafting resolutions
Drafting documents required for registration ofsecurities
Drafting notices ofsecurities exemptions
Drafting SubChapter S elections
Notice ofdirector's meeting; waivers; minutes
Drafting amendments to the bylaws

9. Drafting amendments and restatements ofarticles
10. Drafting changes in capital structure
11. Drafting dividend resolution; declaration

Basic Organizational Changes
1. Mergers and Acquisitions
2. Consolidation

3. Reorganizations
4. Request for tax rulings
Dissolution ofCorporations
1. Drafting dissolutions
2. Sales ofassets

Preparation ofCorporate Tax Returns
Formation of Close Corporations
REAL ESTATE AND PROPERTY LAW PARALEGAL

Drafting and Reviewing Documents Relative to RealEstate include duties such as

1. Brokers and agents contracts(listing agreements)
2. Options to purchase
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3. Sales Contracts

4. Exchanges
5. Real Property security transactions
6. Drafting deeds
*general warranty
*special warranty
*quit claim
7. Deeds oftrust

8. Promissory notes
*installment

*all-inclusive(wrap-around)
9. Interim construction loans

10. Closing sales ofreal property
11. Restrictions on land use
12. Permanent loans
13. Dedication ofhomestead

14. Real property leases
15. Subdivision contracts

16. Construetion agreements
17. Mechanics'and materialmen's liens

18.Property management contracts
19. Real Estate syndication
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